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Slaughter in Las Vegas
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On Sunday,  reportedly  at  least  59 people  were killed,  another  527 injured in  a  mass
shooting incident during a concert near the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino.

Police blamed a lone gunman,  64-year-old  Stephen Paddock,  called a  “local  resident,”
reportedly firing from a window on the Mandalay hotel’s 32nd floor. Raw video footage from
a  taxi  driver  showed  muzzle  flashes  from  the  4th  floor.  The  Harvest  Music  Festival  took
place  across  the  street.

Did he take his own life as Las Vegas police claimed or did SWAT team members lethally
shoot him? His brother, Eric, said “(t)here is no reason we can imagine why Stephen would
do something like this.”

“We have no idea how this happened. It’s like an asteroid just fell on top of our family.”
Stephen was “not an avid gun guy at all…He ha(d) no military background or anything like
that.”

Police located Marilou Danley’s whereabouts,  living outside America,  thought to be his
“companion” and “roommate,” calling her a “person of interest.” She’s not considered a
suspect.

City  police  tweeted  overnight:  “Confirming  that  one  suspect  is  down.  This  is  an  active
investigation.  (P)lease  do  not  head  down  to  the  Strip  at  this  time.”

Was it a lone wolf attack or something more sinister? It’s too soon to know. One gunman
able to kill or wound hundreds of people single-handedly raises suspicions.

Nearly  two  dozen  rifles  and  other  firearms  allegedly  found  in  his  room  begs  an  obvious
question. How could anyon get them into the hotel unnoticed? How many suitcases and/or
satchels are needed to transport this arsenal, along with munitions?

Dead men tell no tales, so his account of what happened won’t be told. Witnesses on the
scene suggested multiple shooters. One unnamed individual insisted there were more than
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one. It would seem likely given the high casualty count.

Even  using  a  semi-automatic  weapon,  one  shooter  able  to  cause  this  much  carnage
singlehandedly begs a couple of questions. Were others involved? Was the incident as
reported or a false flag?

It’s reminiscent of multiple July 22, 2011 shootings on Norway’s Utoeya Island, scores of
children killed, blamed on Anders Breivik, called a lone gunman.

Several eyewitness saw two shooters. Evidence suggests Breivik couldn’t have acted alone.

Yesterday’s  incident  was  also  reminiscent  of  the  December  14,  2012  Sandy  Hook
Elementary School incident.

The  official  narrative  blamed  Adam  Lanza.  Investigative  work  by  Professor  James  Tracy
questioned whether  any shootings took place –  “at  least  in  the way law enforcement
authorities and the nation’s news media” described things.

Contradictions abounded. Key questions weren’t answered. How did one alleged gunman
fire so many shots in so little time and supposedly inflict so many casualties?

Connecticut’s coroner, Wayne Carver, and police officials said Lanza shot each victim from
three to 11 times – 182 shots, one every 2 seconds plus likely misses.

Yet the official narrative called him the sole gunman, a youth with no military training, said
to have used a 30-shot magazine in one weapon, having to reload over half a dozen times to
have done the alleged shootings himself.

Tracy explained “(p)hotographic and video evidence (was) lacking in terms of
its  capacity  to  demonstrate  that  a  mass  shooting  took  place  on  a  scale
described by authorities.”

There was “no visual evidence of Lanza’s violent entry” – nor any “broken glass, blasted
security locks and doors,  bullet  casings and holes,  bloodied walls  and floors,” no evidence
that any more than small number of the school’s 600 students were evacuated.

Tracy concluded that the incident was an “elaborate hoax,” citing the following reasons:

1. “Proof of death (was) suppressed.”

2. “Emergency protocols were not followed.”

3. “Drill protocols were” used instead.

4. “(F)oreknowledge of the event” existed.

5. Reports about weapons used were “contradictory.”

6.  No  verifiable  evidence  indicates  Adam  Lanza’s  responsibility  for  the  shootings  –  after
supposedly  killing  his  mother,  then  taking  his  own  life  after  the  incident.

7. Authorities and media sources “displayed inappropriate behavior.”
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8. Photos of the crime scene and victims “look(ed) staged or fake.”

9. The crime scene was deliberately contaminated and destroyed, making it unusable for
investigation.

10. Alleged “(d)eceased children sang at the 2013 Super Bowl.”

Was  Sunday’s  Las  Vegas  incident  another  Utoeya  Island,  Norway  or  Sandy  Hook-type
incident? The fullness of time may tell.

Note:  ISIS  claiming responsibility  for  the Las  Vegas shootings is  meaningless.  America
supports the terrorist group. Why would it bite the hand feeding it!

On Monday,  the FBI  said  Paddock has  no connection to  ISIS.  What’s  behind Sunday’s
carnage remains to be revealed.

The official account has a familiar disturbing aroma. Was Paddock a convenient patsy? He’s
not around to tell his side.
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Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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